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Abstract Accessible and reusable datasets are a ne-
cessity to accomplish repeatable research. This require-

ment poses a problem particularly for web science, since
scraped data comes in various formats and can change
due to the dynamic character of the web. Further, us-

age of web data is typically restricted by copyright-
protection or privacy regulations, which hinder publi-
cation of datasets.

To alleviate these problems and reach what we de-
fine as “partial data repeatability”, we present a process
that consists of multiple components. Researchers need
to distribute only a scraper and not the data itself to

comply with legal limitations. If a dataset is re-scraped
for repeatability after some time, the integrity of differ-
ent versions can be checked based on fingerprints. More-

over, fingerprints are sufficient to identify what parts of
the data have changed and how much.

We evaluate an implementation of this process with

a dataset of 250 million online comments collected from
five different news discussion platforms. We re-scraped
the dataset after pausing for one year and show that
less than ten percent of the data has actually changed.
These experiments demonstrate that providing a scra-
per and fingerprints enables recreating a dataset and
supports the repeatability of web science experiments.
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1 Repeatability in the Context of Large
Datasets in the Web

Repeatability plays an important role in modern sci-
ences and is an essential criterion for good research.

If an experiment is repeatable, other researchers can
double-check and compare its results. Successful repeti-
tion provides further evidence and thereby builds trust

and credibility. If an experiment is not repeatable that
does not necessarily mean falsification. For example,
prior work might have failed to describe an experiment

setup in enough detail and still its findings could be
correct. However, other researchers can hardly rely on
or build on these findings. To this end, repeatability is
the key to scientific progress as it allows researchers to

rely on prior work and thus move on to novel tasks.

SIGMOD1 and pVLDB2 recently intensified their

efforts to encourage repeatability and reproducibility in
the database community. To accomplish this ambitious
goal, a first step is to ensure availability. All information

necessary to re-create an experiment, which comprises
software, datasets, experiment setups, and steps to ren-
der result graphs3, need to be published. We define data
repeatability as the availability of data in a way that en-
ables to re-run an experiment. Currently there are two
ways to achieve this goal:

1. The dataset itself can be provided.
2. A way to generate the dataset can be described.

Regarding the first, there are online data repositories
specialized on storing research datasets, such as Mende-
ley4. However, a quick survey of such repositories shows

1 http://db-reproducibility.seas.harvard.edu/
2 https://vldb-repro.com/
3 https://vldb-repro.com/\#process
4 https://data.mendeley.com/
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that only a small minority of researchers uses them.

And again, legal restrictions might exclude this op-

tion completely. Regarding the second possibility, e.g.

benchmarks of database algorithms typically fall in this

class, datasets are generated according to pre-defined

probability distributions. Popular benchmark data gen-

erators are dbtesma5 and dbgen.6 We propose to steer

a middle course and provide a tool that generates the

dataset by scraping web data. The difference is that

the dataset itself is not distributed and the process to

generate the data involves neither randomness nor syn-

thetic data.

In this paper, we focus on the data aspect of re-

peatability in the field of web science. Experiments that

deal with web data are especially hard to repeat for sev-

eral reasons:

1. Web scrapers collect data from different sources in

various formats, which need to be integrated and

pre-processed in the same way;

2. Web data is not static and thus scraping at different

points in time can lead to different results;

3. Web data is usually copyright-protected or its use

is restricted by privacy regulations, which hinders

publication of datasets even if it is only for research

and not for commercial purposes.

We deal with these issues by introducing a process to

measure and facilitate repeatability. This process con-

sists of two components: a scraping component and a

fingerprinting component. If researchers are unable to

publish their dataset, we suggest that they instead pub-

lish implementations of these two components: a pro-

cess to re-create the data in the form of a scraping tool

and a process to create and compare fingerprints of the

data.

The first component is to comply with legal restric-

tions or ethical concerns that hinder the publication

of the dataset. For example, imagine that a dataset

scraped from a social network contains personal data. If

researchers published such data, affected persons could

not remove their records from the dataset and neither

could the original platform provider. Even if the user

removed his or her data from the platform, it would re-

main in the published dataset. In contrast to that, our

proposed approach ensures that the data can be edited

by the user or the platform provider. At the extreme,

the provider could prevent the usage of scrapers on the

platform or take the data offline.

At first glance this might seem as a major disad-

vantage for research. But this cost is necessary to allow

users and platform providers to retain control of their

5 https://sourceforge.net/projects/dbtesma/
6 https://github.com/electrum/tpch-dbgen

data. In fact, for researchers it comes with the advan-

tage that datasets can be deleted locally after an ex-

periment. There is no need to keep the data stored in

a de-centralized way. The only place to store the data

is the original provider. We assume that typically only

slight changes are made and thus ensure what we call

partial data repeatability.

The second component is to confirm this assump-

tion: the component checks whether parts of the web

data have changed. To this end, fingerprints are taken

after initially collecting the data and after each re-

scraping. A comparison of the fingerprints serves as an

integrity check without having to compare the actual

data. Moreover, a similarity function defined on the

fingerprints allows to measure the extent of changes.

For example, this similarity can estimate the number

of changed words in a text document. The fingerprints

further allow to identify which subset of the data has

changed and which remains unchanged. Thereby, an ex-

periment can be repeated on an unchanged subset for

better comparability.

We implement the proposed process and apply it to

the field of online comment analysis to show its practi-

cal feasibility. The analysis of how people discuss only

relies on the manifestation of such discussions at the

web pages of online platforms, such as Twitter, Face-

book, Reddit, or discussion sections of news platforms.

Web scientists depend on web pages and their content,

which they crawl, analyze, and use in experiments to

evaluate their approaches. If the data can be freely dis-

tributed, there is no need for our approach. However,

the terms of use of these platforms often prohibit to dis-

tribute the scraped dataset. As a consequence, datasets

used in the field of online comment analysis are rarely

published and experiments difficult to repeat. Our ex-

periments demonstrate that a web dataset can be re-

scraped to repeat an experiment even after a year. Thus

we conclude that the users’ option to delete data and

the researchers’ desire for data repeatability are not

necessarily mutually exclusive, but can exist in paral-

lel.

2 Related Work

We begin with a definition of repeatability and repro-

ducibility and summarize how they are currently han-

dled in computer science. Strengths and weaknesses of

different attempts to improve the current state are then

compared. Further, we focus on repeatability in our ex-

emplary research field of user comment analysis. A brief

overview of fingerprinting techniques concludes this sec-

tion.
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2.1 Repeatability and Reproducibility

According to Cohen et al. replicability and repeatabil-

ity interchangeably describe the ability to recreate an

experiment exactly as reported and come to the same

results [6]. In contrast to that, reproducibility describes

the ability to come to the same conclusions, findings or

values as reported even if a different method is used.

Reproducibility considers not only algorithms and their

implementation in code, but also theorems and their

proofs, and datasets [20].

While repeatability and reproducibility seem to be

a foundation of science, it is by far not the standard

in todays computer science research. Out of 601 papers

from ACM conferences and journals, only one third pro-

vides source code [7]. Similarly, two independent stud-

ies on IEEE Transactions on Image Processing find that

only one third of the papers make datasets available on-

line [14,23]. Several tools attempt to improve repeata-

bility by creating self-contained packages for experi-

ments [12,13,19]. As an extension to these approaches,

“Reprozip” adds support for VMs and Docker contai-

ners [5]. Thereby, created packages can be distributed

to other operating systems.

Pedersen suggests to plan for releasing software from

the start of a research project [18]. More open source

software in machine learning would allow researchers to

build on each others tools [22]. We transfer this idea to

data and suggest to plan from the start for releasing

datasets or a way to obtain them. Only if datasets can

be accessed and modified, the research community can

enrich existing datasets, connect them, and build them

together. Vitek and Kalibera go one step further and
question any experiments on unpublished (proprietary)

datasets [24]. According to them, researchers can learn

something from others’ experiment results only if they

can inspect and understand the dataset. And even if

the data is available, Drummond emphasizes that it is

important to document also the way it has been col-

lected [9]. For example, this documentation helps to re-

veal sampling bias or worse “purposive sampling”. The

latter refers to samples that are not chosen randomly

but by judgment of researchers.

Blockeel and Vanschoren present “experiment data-

bases” and how to construct them [3]. The idea is to

store all information about experimental setups in one

online repository, which can be queried by other re-

searchers. The vision of a Linked Open Data graph of

related experiments goes into a similar direction [17].

As a first step towards this vision for the field of web

science, we monitor to what extent datasets in the web

remain unchanged. Blanco et al. propose a standard-

ized evaluation framework for the semantic search do-

main [2]. This framework comprises standard datasets,

queries, and metrics. The authors find that even crowd-

sourced relevance judgments are repeatable in their ex-

periment. Godbole et al. study re-usability for research

on text mining, for example on entity extraction [10].

They focus on dictionary-based approaches and bring

forward best practices to make dictionaries re-usable

across datasets, such as a service-oriented modular ap-

proach. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work

studies repeatability of experiments on web data and

its inherent dynamics.

2.2 Comment Analysis as an Exemplary Task in Web

Science

Enormous datasets of online discussions are essential to

comment analysis research. But besides a few positive

exceptions, repeatability is unsupported. Some com-

ment datasets are published and enable repeatability,

such as the “Yahoo News Annotated Comments Cor-

pus” (522k unlabeled and 10k labeled comments) [16],

the “One Million Posts Corpus” (1M unlabeled and 12k

labeled comments) [21], and a collection of Wikipedia

discussion pages (100k human-labeled and 63M ma-

chine-labeled comments) [25]. For the latter, published

annotation instructions even make the data collection

process repeatable.

This process is prone to a sampling bias, especially

for datasets of offensive comments. Data is not collected

as representative samples of the platform, because of

the strong class imbalance. Typically, less than ten per-

cent of online comments are offensive. However, the

sampling aims for a more balanced class distribution
to improve the training of machine learning classifiers.

An example for sampling bias are 25k tweets collected

by Davidson et al. [8]. They sampled tweets based on a

hate speech lexicon to collect offensive comments. Com-

ments that do not match with the lexicon are less likely

to be included than others, so this dataset is not rep-

resentative. Unfortunately, most comment datasets are

not published at all, for example because of copyright

and privacy concerns. The non-repeatable fallback op-

tion is to re-implement related work approaches and

compare with them on private datasets.

2.3 Scraping and Fingerprinting

In this paper, we distinguish web crawling from web

scraping. We use crawling to describe progressively fol-

lowing links, while we use scraping for extracting infor-

mation from (a pre-defined set of) web pages. For both,

crawlers and scrapers, it is essential to know whether
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Fig. 1 A researcher (top) defines a set of URLs to collect
a dataset and calculates its fingerprints. URLs, scraper, and
fingerprints are provided to a second researcher (bottom),
who re-scrapes the URLs and obtains a different version of the
dataset. The fingerprints of these versions are then compared.

the web content of interest has changed since the last

visit. If it is unchanged, there is need to update, for

example, a search engine’s index. In general, hash func-

tions are used to detect content changes and they can

also be applied to unstructured text data. A popular

function is Charikar’s locality-sensitive simhash func-

tion [4], which has been applied for web crawling [15].

In contrast to cryptographic hash functions, similar in-

put texts are hashed to similar hash values. We use

this property to estimate the number of changed words

based on the difference of two hashes. If hashes are used

to compare larger amounts of data, they are also called

fingerprints and the underlying technique is fingerprint-

ing. While we focus on unstructured data in this paper,

fingerprinting is also used for structured data in rela-

tional databases. An overview of fingerprinting tech-

niques for relational databases can be found in a paper
by Halder et al. [11].

3 Approach

Figure 1 visualizes the proposed process, which consists

of a scraping component and a fingerprinting compo-

nent. Their combination allows to re-scrape a dataset,

estimate the extent of changes compared to the origi-

nal version, and identify a data subset that remained

unchanged. Thereby, it can be estimated whether the

re-scraped data is sufficient to re-run experiments in a

comparable way. If so, the experiment can claim data

repeatability.

3.1 Scraping Component

This component implements a way to extract a dataset

from the web. To accomplish repeatability, web content

that needs to be obtained requires an identifier. In the

world wide web, the most typical identifier are Uniform

Resource Identifiers (URIs) and if the location is speci-

fied Uniform Resource Locators (URLs). Therefore, the

scraper needs to be accompanied by a list of URLs to

collect data from. The scraping process can be run in

parallel. For example, the list of URLs can be separated

into smaller lists for multiple scraper instances.

The implementation of this component can be ac-

complished in different ways. The most naive way is to

scrape every web page in the specified list and extract

the desired content. Some websites provide an applica-

tion programming interface (API), which can be used

instead of actual web pages. APIs reduce necessary data

transfer but often times also limit the number of API

calls per day. Collecting 250 million items with a rate

limit of 1000 calls per day would take more than 685

years. In rare cases, access to web content might be lim-

ited based on geolocation. Thus, the scraper is required

to be used through this location, for example with a

proxy server.

Once data has been fetched from different sources,

it needs to be integrated into a common data structure.

Unifying various data formats and boilerplate removal

are the challenging tasks for this step. It ensures that

further processing of the data, for example in exper-

iments, works on a well defined basis. Further, it can

normalize different data formats on the same platform if

they change over time. To connect this component with

the second one, every unit that can be scraped indepen-

dently should be accompanied not only with a unique

identifier but also with a fingerprint. The identifier is

necessary so that a re-scraped version’s fingerprint can

be matched and compared to the initial version’s fin-

gerprint.

3.2 Fingerprinting Component

Fingerprinting methods and especially locality sensitive

hash functions have properties that come in handy for

detecting content changes, for example in web crawl-

ing [15]. One of these properties is desirable also in

our scenario: small content changes result in small fin-

gerprint changes. This property is not guaranteed vice

versa because of potential hash collisions. There is a

small chance that two records with the same finger-

print are very different content-wise. However, a 64-bit

fingerprint has a range of 264 values and thus the prob-

ability of collisions when hashing 250 million records

(≈ 228) is rather small. Therefore, in practice, similar

fingerprints are assumed to mirror similar content.

The fingerprinting component checks whether a re-

scraped dataset differs from the original version. If so,
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this component measures the difference and identifies

the largest unchanged subset of records. An implemen-

tation needs to define a fingerprinting function and a

distance function. The challenge is to find functions

that allow to distinguish slight changes that do not

hinder repeatability from drastic changes that prevent

repeatability.

There are several reasons why a re-scraped dataset

might differ from the original one.

1. Parts of the web page have changed, for example,

content has been added;

2. The full web page has changed, for example, it has

been deleted or moved to a different URL;

3. The API or source code of the website has changed

and thus the scraping tool does not work anymore.

The fingerprinting function φ maps arbitrary web con-

tent x ∈ W to a fingerprint y ∈ 0, 1n, where W is the

domain of web content, and n is the number of bits used

for the fingerprint. The distance of two fingerprints y1
and y2 is defined as their Hamming distance (number

of differing bits) and thus is a natural number in the

interval [0, n]. The similarity function SIM maps pairs

of web content x1, x2 ∈ W to real numbers between 0

and 1:

φ : W 7→ {0, 1}n

SIM : W ×W 7→ [0, 1]

Hamming distance : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}n 7→ [0, n]

An example for SIM is the edit-distance for texts (map-

ped to real numbers between 0 and 1). φ is called a

locality-sensitive hash function corresponding to the si-

milarity function SIM. Similar input (according to SIM)

is mapped to similar fingerprints (according to Ham-

ming distance). There is a trade-off between granularity

of discoverable data changes and memory consumption.

On the one hand, if one fingerprint represents multi-

ple units, the granularity of discoverable data changes

gets worse. On the other hand, memory consumption

to store the fingerprints decreases.

For text data, the fingerprinting component takes

a text as input and tokenizes it. The tokenized text is

then converted to k-shingles, where k denotes the num-

ber of words of each shingle. Shingles are all possible

consecutive subsequences of k tokens. A different name

for the same concept is word n-grams. A hash func-

tion (which does not need to be locality-sensitive) is

applied to each shingle. Typically, the md5 hash func-

tion is used. From the sequence of hashes a fingerprint is

taken. We use fingerprints of 64-bit length. This finger-

print can be compared to others based on their Ham-

ming distance. Figure 2 exemplifies this procedure.

Table 1 Statistics for the one-year-old datasets

News Platform Comments Articles Users

Daily Mail 129,732,977 1,414,258 1,764,557
The Guardian 61,491,774 625,690 1,213,555
Fox News 52,224,398 49,266 465,954
The Independent 5,598,425 171,052 211,114
Russia Today 687,436 65,384 49,333

4 Experiments

We implement the process to show its practical feasibil-

ity for two different kinds of data: user comments and

news articles. To this end, we crawled a large dataset of

user comments one year ago and now re-scrape it based

on the same URLs. For the two versions of the dataset

we measure the exact number of changed comments

(ground truth). The difference of fingerprints serves as

an estimation of this number. Our implementation is

published online7.

4.1 Dataset

The collection of user comments from discussion pages

of five English-language online news platforms contains

250 million comments in total (Table 1).8 We integrate

all data according to a unified model into one large

dataset. To this end, we propose a unified data model

for online news discussions as visualized in Figure 3. A

comment is represented with a comment id (primary

key), the user id of its author (foreign key), the id of

the referenced news article (foreign key), the comment

text itself, its timestamp, and if existent, the number of

upvotes and downvotes. If the comment is a reply to an-

other comment, the parent’s comment id is referenced

(foreign key). An article is composed of its id (primary

key) and its article URL, which typically contains the

article category, such as politics, sports, etc., and the

article title. Users are represented with their id (pri-

mary key) and their user name. No other user-specific

information, in particular no demographic information,

is stored.

4.2 User Comments

First, we analyze what kind of changes can occur at

online discussions. Section 3.2 lists abstract reasons why

7 https://hpi.de/naumann/projects/repeatability/te

xt-mining.html
8 Links to these platforms are https://www.dailymail.co

.uk, https://www.theguardian.com, https://www.foxnews.

com, https://www.independent.co.uk, https://www.rt.com.
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['after squandering', 
'squandering three', 

'three match']

['despite squandering', 
'squandering three', 
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Fig. 2 A text (1) is transformed to word bi-grams (2) and an md5 hash is calculated for each of those (3). A locality sensitive
hash of this bi-gram sequence serves as a fingerprint (4). Fingerprints can be compared based on their Hamming distance (5).

Comment

comment id
article id
parent id
user id
comment text
timestamp
upvotes
downvotes

Article

article id
article URL
article category
article title

User

user id
user name

Fig. 3 The unified data model for online news discussions
considers comments and their metadata, including references
to users and news articles.

a re-scraped dataset might differ from the original one.

In this particular scenario of user comments at online

news platforms, the concrete reasons are:

1. a comment has been added;

2. a comment has been deleted;

3. the full article has been deleted or moved;

4. the way to access comments has been changed for

all articles.

We assume that the discussion sections of most arti-

cles remain unchanged within one year. One reason for

this assumption is the relatively short attention span

in online news. An article is rarely commented on a

few days after its publication. Research on comment

volume prediction found that 90 percent of an article’s

comments are posted within two to three days, which

supports our assumption [1]. A second reason is that

news platforms typically close an article’s comment sec-

tion after some time. No more comments can be added

and thus, discussion moderators can focus on a smaller

set of articles.

Except for The Guardian, news platforms in our

study do not provide identifiers for comments. Only

news articles and their full discussions are identified

by URLs. Therefore, we calculate one fingerprint per

full discussion. More specifically, a first step calculates

one fingerprint per comment based on shingles of length

eight and the simhash function [4]. The comparison of

fingerprints uses the Hamming distance. Thus, if a com-

ment is slightly changed, its fingerprint remains simi-

lar. A second step calculates a fingerprint for the full

sequence of an article’s comments’ fingerprints. Again

the fingerprint is based on shingles of length eight and

the simhash function. As a result that can be published

online, we store an article URL and a fingerprint per

discussion.

After one year, we use the URLs to re-scrape the

comments. In the following, we first compare the ac-

tual records of the two datasets and then their finger-

prints. Two comments are assumed identical if their

timestamps and texts are exact matches. The question

is: How many comments of the original dataset have

been re-scraped successfully and did not change within

one year?

Table 2 lists the relative number of re-scraped com-

ments and articles per news platform. About 90 per-

cent of the original number of comments and articles

have been retrieved. For The Guardian, 61,469,631 out

of 61,491,776 comments are retrieved (more than 99.9

percent). In contrast, Fox News switched its third-party

commenting system from Disqus to Spot.IM within the

considered period, which renders earlier comments in-

accessible. Thus, this platform is excluded from the rest

of our study.

For the Independent, the original dataset contains

about 5.6 million comments. When we re-scrape the

same article URLs, 1.6 million comments are missing.
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Table 2 Fraction of unchanged comments and articles

News Re-scraped Re-scraped
Platform Comments Articles

Daily Mail 0.89 0.94
The Guardian 1.00 0.93
Fox News - -
The Independent 0.73 0.83
Russia Today 0.88 0.99

For the large majority (1.4 million) of the missing com-

ments, the article URL does not correspond to an ar-

ticle anymore. The remaining 0.2 million missing com-

ments have been deleted from the platform since the

first crawling. The median percentage of unchanged

comments is 0.97, while the mean percentage of un-

changed comments is 0.76. That the median is much

higher than the mean is because there is only a small

number of articles with a large number of missing com-

ments.

However, a similar number of retrieved comments

does not necessarily mean that their content did not

change. For example, on the English-language platform

Russia Today, moderated comments are replaced with

the text “DELETED”. While 99 percent of the arti-

cles are re-scraped successfully, only 88 percent of the

comments are retrieved. The 12 percent missing com-

ments are distributed across 55 percent of the article

discussions. Thus, only 45 percent of all discussions re-

main unchanged. We come to a similar conclusion, if we

compare 32-bit fingerprints of the discussions based on

shingles of length four. They suggest that a relatively

large set of article discussions changed (34 percent). We
assume that this underestimation is due to rather small

shingles and a too small number of bits per fingerprint.

A study on the influence of shingle length and finger-

print length on the estimation quality remains future

work.

Moderated comments on The Guardian’s platform

are typically replaced with the text “Deleted by Moder-

ator.”. Replacements like this make up about five per-

cent of the comments in our dataset. Thus, the scraping

can recreate at most 95 percent of the original data.

This is the reason why only partial data repeatability

can be achieved.

The second experiment is a simulation. We arti-

ficially alter the initially crawled dataset stepwise by

deleting comments and adding others. Each step ran-

domly selects an article and replaces a random com-

ment of this article with a random comment from a

different article. Roulette wheel selection favors articles

with more comments. We assume that longer discus-

sions are more likely to change, not only because they
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Fig. 4 We simulate deletion and addition of comments in an
article’s discussion section and measure how the difference of
fingerprints increases. Due to a linear correlation the relative
number of comment changes can be estimated based on the
number of fingerprint bits changed.

contain more comments but also because they involve

more users. Each simulation step updates also the dis-

cussion’s fingerprint and the distance to the fingerprints

of the original dataset. Figure 4 visualizes the linear

relationship of comments changed and fingerprint bits

changed. For example, if less than five fingerprint bits

change, we assume that less than 20 percent of the com-

ments have changed.

4.3 News Articles

We study a second use case besides user comments,

which are news articles. We consider experiments on

a dataset of news articles (partially) repeatable if the

articles’ texts change only slightly or not at all. Ta-

ble 2 shows that the large majority of articles can be re-

scraped from the same URL even after one year. Typical

changes of an article are not complete deletions but text

corrections and event updates, which happen within a

short time after publication. To analyze changes of ar-

ticle text within a shorter time period, we crawled news

articles published on a particular day and re-scrape the

same articles two days later. Out of 147 articles from

The Guardian, the texts of 132 articles (90 percent)

remained unchanged within this time period. Based on

fingerprint comparison, we correctly identify all of these

articles, but also mis-classify two additional articles as

unchanged. However, only minor stylistic changes are

made, which do not significantly alter its meaning. Fig-

ure 5 exemplifies how an article text changed over time.

The second experiment simulates changes of an arti-

cle text iteratively. We hypothesize that the fingerprint

distance of the original text and the altered text is a

10 http://gu.com/sport/2019/jan/26/naomi-osaka-wins

-australian-open-final-petra-kvitova-grand-slams-ten

nis
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Fig. 5 An excerpt of an article on sports scraped right after
publication (top) and a few hours later (bottom) exemplifies
that only minor stylistic, changes are made.10
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Fig. 6 We simulate deletion and addition of words in an
article’s text and measure how the difference of fingerprints
increases. Due to a linear correlation the relative number of
changed words can be estimated based on the number of fin-
gerprint bits changed.

good estimation of how similar the texts are. We fur-

ther hypothesize that measured distance can be used to

estimate the number of changed words. We test these

hypotheses with this experiment. To alter an article’s

text in a way that keeps a realistic language use and

sentence structure, we blend it with the text from an-

other article. With increasing probability, we replace a

word of article A with the word of article B at the same

position. For example, the first word of A is replaced

with the first word of B with a low probability. Each

iteration increases this probability until, at the end of

the process, all words are replaced with a probability

of 1.

Figure 6 visualizes the relation between the relative

number of changed words and the number of fingerprint

bits changed. The plot corresponds to the average of

ten randomly selected pairs of articles with ten random

simulations each. The linear relationship allows to esti-

mate the number of changed words based on fingerprint

distance. For example, if the fingerprints of two scraped

versions of an article differ in five bits, we assume that

about five percent of the words have changed. The ex-

periment hence confirms that fingerprint distance is a

good estimation for how similar two article texts are.

5 Discussion

Our process enables scientists to re-use datasets even

if distribution is restricted. However, repeatability by

definition relies on the exact same conditions for re-

running an experiment. Our experiments indicate that

most web comments and web articles remain unchanged

but not all of them. In accordance with the definition of

repeatability, the identification of unchanged subsets is

strictly speaking not enough. However, partial repeata-

bility can be ensured by our process. At the borderline

of repeatability and reproducibility, our process repro-

duces the data as good as possible so it tries to re-

produce the conditions with regards to the dataset as

precise as possible. Thus, we aim for repeatability but

if the exact conditions cannot be reproduced, we make

it as similar as possible. Assuming that the reproduced

data subset is a representative sample of the full set, re-

running an experiment only on the former is sufficient

and justifiable. A similar assumption underlies training,

validation, and test data splits in machine learning in

general. In the context of dynamic web data, the subset

is presumably not a perfectly random sample of the full

set. However, there is no reason to assume a systematic

bias either.

A limitation of our study is that we looked at the

data aspect of repeatability and neglected software, al-

gorithms, theorems, and proofs. All aspects need to be

taken into account to make a complete experiment re-

peatable. In addition to publishing scrapers and finger-

prints, a thorough description of how the data was se-

lected is required. This information is needed to rule out

any sampling bias and to understand whether the data

is useful for other experiments. A list of URLs to scrape

defines the data selection within our proposed process.

The question is how is this list compiled? Is there some

potential bias in this compilation? In our example with

online news comments, we crawled all available news ar-

ticles and their comments from selected platforms at a

fixed point in time. While the point in time was chosen

arbitrarily, the selection of platforms might introduce

some bias, which we are, however, unaware of.

The impact on web content providers must not be

neglected. On the one hand, scraping the web supplies

researchers with precious datasets. On the other hand,

it increases load for platform providers. The need of

users and platform providers for an option to delete

data and the need of researchers to repeat an experi-

ment on the same data are a trade-off. For example,

hate speech detection focuses on comments that are

typically deleted by discussion moderators. Once de-

leted, there is no way to re-scrape them. Our approach

supports this option for platform providers and there-
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fore experiments on deleted (hate speech) comments

cannot be repeated.

Sometimes datasets are manually labeled after scra-

ping them. These labels need to be distributed together

with the scraping component. To match these labels to

the re-scraped data records, the mapping of labels to

comments needs to be documented. This documenta-

tion could consist of pairs of identifiers and labels. In

the example use case, comments might not have unique

identifiers but only the full news article. In this case

a fingerprint of a comment itself might be used as an

identifier, although there is no guarantee that there is

a unique match.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We studied the data aspect of repeatability in the field

of web science. Repeatability is especially difficult to es-

tablish in this field because of the dynamics of the web

data it deals with. To comply with legal and ethical

restrictions on distributing such datasets, we presented

a process that consists of scraping and fingerprinting.

Researchers do not need to share the actual dataset but

only the implementation of a process to gather the data

and calculate its fingerprints. When the dataset is re-

scraped to repeat an experiment, fingerprints measure

integrity and identify unchanged subsets of the data. As

a consequence, experiments can be re-run on the exactly

or almost same data without researchers publishing the

dataset itself. The option to edit or delete records re-

mains with the content provider while researchers can

check to what extent changes occurred. Thereby not

only copyrights of the provider but also privacy con-

cerns of users are taken into account.

We showed the practical feasibility of the proposed

process with implementations for two different kinds of

data: user comments and news articles. To this end, we

collected a dataset of 250 million user comments from

five different online news platforms and checked its sim-

ilarity to a re-scraped dataset after one year. The results

show that only a small subset of comments is changed

or deleted within one year and that news articles are

also only slightly changed once published. A promis-

ing direction for future research is to constantly moni-

tor data repeatability for a particular experiment over

time. Thereby, authors of a paper could be notified,

when an API changes and as a consequence the pro-

vided scraper needs to be adapted. Last but not least,

we did not show that the proposed process is generally

applicable to different kinds of web data. Thus, an open

task for future work is to test our process in the context

of various web science scenarios.
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